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Abstract: Clinical trials with blind patients implanted with a visual neuroprosthesis showed that even the simplest tasks were difficult to perform with the limited vision restored with current implants. Simulated prosthetic vision (SPV) is a powerful tool to investigate the putative functions of the upcoming generations of visual neuroprostheses. Recent studies based on SPV showed that several generations of implants will be required before usable vision is restored. However, none of these studies relied on advanced image processing. High-level image processing could significantly reduce the amount of information required to perform visual tasks and help restore visuomotor behaviors, even with current low-resolution implants. In this study, we simulated a prosthetic vision device based on object localization in the scene. We evaluated the usability of this device for object recognition, localization, and reaching. We showed that a very low number of electrodes (e.g., nine) are sufficient to restore visually guided reaching movements with fair timing (10 s) and high accuracy. In addition, performance, both in terms of accuracy and speed, was comparable with 9 and 100 electrodes. Extraction of high level information (object recognition and localization) from video images could drastically enhance the usability of current visual neuroprosthesis. We suggest that this method—that is, localization of targets of interest in the scene—may restore various visuomotor behaviors. This method could prove functional on current low-resolution implants. The main limitation resides in the reliability of the vision algorithms, which are improving rapidly. Key Words: Visual impairment—Blindness—Visual neuroprosthesis—Simulated prosthetic vision—Computer vision.

Among all the sensory deprivations, blindness is one of the most disabling in our society. Visual neuroprostheses, which combine a camera with a neural interface implanted over the retina or the visual cortex, have been proposed for quite a long time as a potential solution to restore sight (1–4). Electrical microstimulations of the visual system evoke visual percepts called phosphenes, even for early blind (3). These percepts are generally white-to-yellow round or oval shapes spread across the visual field, depending on the location of the stimulation.

Visual neuroprostheses have been developed for the retina, the optic nerve, and the visual cortex (5–8). Around the world, only a handful of individuals have been implanted with cortical or optic nerve array of electrodes and a few dozen received retinal implants, usually for a limited period of time. Based on the perceptual reports of this limited set of patients, general rules regarding the phenomenology of phosphenes have been established. Each electrode of an implanted array usually elicits one phosphene, but sometimes more than one or no phosphene at all depending on microstimulation location and intensity. A given electrode elicits a phosphene at a relatively fixed position across stimulation repetitions, and several electrodes may be simultaneously switched on to display a pattern of multiple phosphenes although phosphene fusion may occur on adjacent electrodes.

Relying on these basic rules of phosphene generation, a classical method to restore vision, the so-called “scoreboard” (6) method, consists of establishing a direct mapping of the visual information from the camera image onto the electrode array. Because the numbers of pixels in the image is usually much higher than the number of electrodes available...
onto the array, a down-sampling is performed on the input images. This resampling is sometimes complemented with a simple edge detection filter to increase local contrasts on edges (9).

Because of the low numbers of implanted patients, less than a hundred around the world in 2014 (10), it is difficult to investigate functional recovery, and several research groups have developed simulated prosthetic vision (SPV) devices. The classical method relies on sighted subjects wearing a virtual reality (VR) helmet. The subject is deprived of normal viewing and only perceives phosphenes displayed in the VR helmet. A convenient advantage of simulation is that all the parameters of phosphenes elicitation can be freely adjusted and tested. These parameters include the number, density, and position of the implanted electrodes, the dropout rate to simulate nonfunctional electrodes, the apparent luminance of the phosphenes, the methods for image conversion and filtering, etc. Despite large differences between the simulation of prosthetic vision and actual neuroprosthesis, it is possible to approximately define the minimal number of phosphenes required to perform different tasks.

When using the scoreboard method, the number of phosphenes, which depends on the number of electrodes, is critical for the usability of the neuroprosthesis. Several SPV studies aimed to define the minimal number of phosphenes necessary to perform various visual and visuomotor tasks. Reading isolated letters or spelling words becomes possible with a monoculare array of 256 electrodes (16 × 16) subtending 1.5° (11). However, 625 phosphenes (25 × 25 grid covering 10 × 10°) provide much more comfort and increase the reading speed to acceptable levels (12). In mobility tasks, a grid of 25 × 25 phosphenes covering 30° of visual angle is sufficient to walk nearly at the same speed as sighted subjects while avoiding collisions with small obstacles (13). This resolution is, however, insufficient to perceive distant landmarks in navigation tasks. Object recognition becomes possible with 256 phosphenes in extremely constrained tasks with 4 different black objects and up to 3 min to identify each object (14). Subjects recognize and manipulate black figures with almost 500 phosphenes covering a visual field of 10 × 7° (15). More than 600 phosphenes are required in more open recognition tasks with a set of 20 objects (16,17). A face recognition task requires a minimum of 625 (25 × 25) to 1024 (32 × 32) phosphenes (18), whereas achieving a fair level of scene recognition requires more than 2000 phosphenes (17). This high number of phosphenes is a huge obstacle in the development of usable visual prosthesis. Indeed, during the last 40 years, the number of electrodes available on implantable arrays has been restricted to a hundred at most (1,4,19). For photodiode-based subretinal implants, microelectronic techniques allow for the dense packing of active elements (1500 to 5000 photodiodes [20,21]), but these implants have not demonstrated functional superiority compared with 60 + electrodes in epiretinal implants (8,22), probably due to electrical crosstalk or sub-optimal electrode stimulation. For cortical or epiretinal implants, a higher number of electrodes has been advertised for a long time without effective results. Based on previous observation on the pace of progress, a 25 × 25 electrode array, which could be usable for a variety of basic tasks, is probably at least a decade away from being commercially available.

Other important points to consider are the constraints related to array implantation and phosphen elicitation. With retinal implants, the phosphenes appear most of the time as white or yellow spots, round or oval with a diffuse surround. The phosphenes do not usually appear as regularly disposed dots in register with the matrix that generates them, and large distortions are present even with retinal implants (23). It is difficult to elicit phosphenes everywhere in the visual field, especially in the fovea. In the visual cortex, the space is limited to insert an implant within the calcarine fissure, where the central part of the visual field is represented. In the retina, because the stimulation could lead to unpredictable results, ganglion cell bodies, which are stimulated by epiretinal implants, are repelled on the rim of the fovea and their retinotopic organization is disrupted in this part of the visual field. Furthermore, some of the electrodes are not producing any perception, while others are producing more than one. Brightness of the phosphenes is not freely adjustable and is decaying rapidly as ganglion cells show rapid adaptation to a constant stimulation (24). In addition, electrical crosstalk between the different channels occurs when the array density is high (25). All these observations are not systematically included in simulators of prosthetic vision, although they cause important difficulties in patterned image perception and interpretation.

These three important limitations (number of implantable electrodes, variability in phosphen elicitation, constraints on the implantation site) lead to a perception that is largely different from what has originally been captured by the camera. It then poses a great challenge on the usability of visual neuroprosthesis. As a matter of fact, there is always a long learning period required to recognize and
localize simple contrasted forms within a reasonable delay (26).

All these observations convey the idea that the scoreboard method, which consists of displaying a pattern of phosphenes that matches as closely as possible the video stream originating from the camera, will not be usable before implanting arrays with several hundreds or thousands of electrodes, each one actually eliciting a unique discernible phosphene. Furthermore, increasing the number of electrodes has been very slow for the last 40 years and could finally prove useless if the process of evoking numerous simultaneous distinct phosphenes is not entirely resolved. This implies managing the fine control of complex spatiotemporal patterns of evoked phosphenes including problems related to spatial and temporal fusion, brightness (and color), quantity of injected current, signal crosstalk, etc. It would then be conceivable to display image-like stimuli through a visual neuroprosthesis.

A few research groups have proposed to use computer vision to overcome the limitations of the scoreboard approach (27,28). There are two main reasons behind this idea. First, most of the visual neuroprostheses include an external camera and an image processing unit. Second, computer vision algorithms become more and more accurate and efficient (29–31). They start to be usable in real-time and in real-world conditions on mobile platforms to extract specific features in the images. Thus, one may conceive a visual rendering, even for current low-resolution prostheses, that highlights some characteristics of the extracted features (location, depth, size [28,32,33]). This is a functional alternative to the current scoreboard restitution strategy.

In this work, we investigated and evaluated this approach in a reach-and-touch task requiring object discrimination and localization. We developed an SPV coupled with a real-time object recognition system (31). When an object of interest was recognized and localized within the camera image, its position was displayed by switching on a unique phosphene at the corresponding location.

The first objective of the study was to verify if a reduced set of electrodes (nine, compared with one hundred) was sufficient to fulfill object localization and reaching tasks provided that high-level information is extracted from the visual scene with computer vision techniques. Nine electrodes may be considered as unreasonably low, but disposed as a cross shape, they could be used to guide the user quickly toward a target following cardinal directions. Another objective of the experiment was to compare if the position of the implanted array (central vs. lateral), which modifies the positions of the phosphenes in the visual field, had an impact on performance. To answer these questions, 4 arrays were simulated and tested: 2 with 9 electrodes and 2 with 100 electrodes, either spreading out over the whole visual field or located over one hemifield only. These simulations reflect plausible implantations in the retina or primary visual cortex.

Fourteen sighted subjects participated in the experiment. They were able to locate and touch objects with an array of nine electrodes only. In addition, there was no difference in accuracy and only a minor difference in response time between the conditions with an array of 9 and 100 electrodes, being central or lateral. These findings suggest that current implants (e.g., the Argus II with 60 electrodes), despite their low resolution, could be associated with image processing techniques to restore useful visuomotor behaviors.

**SUBJECTS AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Fourteen subjects (eight men and six women; mean age 24.6, standard deviation [SD] 2.9; range 22–32) volunteered in this experiment. Two subjects were familiar with the setup and the SPV, whereas the other 12 were naive. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

**Ethics statement**

This experiment was conducted according to the ethical recommendations of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by a local ethical committee (CLERIT) of the University of Toulouse. All subjects gave written informed consent to participate and were informed that they could discontinue the study at any time.

**Phosphene layouts**

There were four (4) different configurations of phosphenes in the experiment, supposedly evoked by four (4) different implants. Figure 1 shows the four phosphene layouts. The first one, 100Central, was used as a reference layout with 100 electrodes spread across a large portion of the visual field (Fig. 1A). A typical drop rate of 10% was applied to account for nonfunctional electrodes (12,18). Therefore, only 90 phosphenes were actually displayed. This optimal layout was compared with an array with the same number of electrodes but implanted at the periphery (100Lateral, Fig. 1B), as it would be for an implant partly covering the right side of the retina or a cortical implant over the most accessible part of the primary visual cortex. We also simulated a neural
interface with a limited number of electrodes (nine) implanted over the fovea (Fig. 1C: 9Central) or laterally (Fig. 1D: 9Lateral). For a situation where the system would interactively guide the user, the layout in the form of a cross shape is efficient to indicate the cardinal directions (left/right/up/down) as well as the distance (two phosphenes at different distance from the center). No dropout was simulated for these nine electrode layouts as individual testing of the electrodes could be pursued during the implantation procedure to ensure that each electrode is functional.

The first block of the experiment used the 100Central layout. For the three following blocks, the different phosphenes layouts were used according to a pseudo-random order that differed among subjects. This procedure removed a potential influence of training on behavioral performance. After these four blocks, the subjects were retested in a fifth block with the 100Central layout to observe the potential effect of learning. The subjects first followed a quick familiarization phase when starting with a new phosphenes layout.

To simulate the experience with a real implant, which elicits phosphenes at a fixed position in the visual field, the instructions were to fixate a small purple cross at the center of the screen and to use head movements instead of eye movements to induce phosphenes variations. The eyes were tracked within the head-mounted display (HMD), and the experimenter monitored the subject’s eye position during each trial. The subjects were asked to look at the cross as soon as their eyes moved away from the central fixation spot. Most of the subjects had no difficulty in fixating on the central cross. However, two to four subjects, for a few trials, moved the eyes away from the cross, especially for conditions with lateral displays. The experimenter had to remind them to keep fixating on the central cross. Their performance was not significantly different compared with the performance of the other subjects.

**Material**

The phosphenes layouts were displayed with a 1280 × 1024 resolution in an NVisor SX-60 HMD (NVIS Inc., Reston, VA, USA), subtending 44 × 34° of visual angle. The binocular camera (Bumblebee II - 03S2, Point Grey, Richmond, BC, Canada), mounted at the top of the HMD, captured two video streams at a resolution of 320 × 240 pixels and a rate of 48 frames per seconds. The viewing angle was 100° and the acquired images were combined to reconstruct depth using Triclops API from Point Grey. Eye position was monitored with an eye-tracker (Eye-Track 6 - VR6; Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, MA, USA) compatible with the NVisor HMD.

The experiment was controlled by a PC running home-made software developed in C++. A second computer was used to perform object recognition and distance estimation in real time. A third computer was used for eye-tracking as well as phosphenes rendering.

**FIG. 1.** The four phosphenes layouts used in the experiment: (A) 100Central, (B) 100Lateral, (C) 9Central, and (D) 9Lateral. X and Y axis represent the field of view in degrees of visual angle. Subjects had to fixate constantly on the small cross at the center of the screen.
**Computer vision**

In this experiment, SpikeNet Vision (SNV) (bio-inspired algorithm from SpikeNet Technology, Toulouse, France) was used to perform real-time recognition of learned objects. SNV is a supervised model-based object detection algorithm that relies on large-scale networks of asynchronously firing neurons (34). SNV is based on the principle that the earliest firing neurons generally correspond to the most strongly activated ones. Selecting these first firing neurons only is a way to respond to the most salient features in the image. As such, SNV is defined as a model-based object recognition engine relying on saliency maps. SNV is very rapid (it can simultaneously detect a large number of targets within 20 ms) and is quite resistant to image transformations, which makes it a good choice for this type of application (31).

The target objects were seven common objects (a computer mouse, a cordless telephone, a credit card, a cup, a small bottle, a remote control, and a jar of chocolate spread). They were all learned by SNV in several positions on the table. Each object required from 15 to 35 models (depending on viewing angle and distance) to be recognized everywhere on the table. When detection occurred, the position of the target was converted into the coordinate system of the phosphene array. Then, when an object was recognized and localized within the image, its position was rendered to the subject by lighting up a unique phosphene at the closest location in the phosphene layout. Therefore, the subject did not receive any clue about the distance or the shape of the detected object.

Although accuracy of the algorithm was not evaluated specifically in the current study, we computed a rate of misses (number of times a target was visible in the field of view of the camera and not detected) during the experiments. The analysis of 24 random trials (6 per condition) showed that there were less than 5% misses per trial in average. The detection rate was favored over the false alarm rate, so that the subject could be confident that a target present in the camera image would be detected with certainty and displayed as a phosphene. The false alarm rate was around 0–5 per trial, generally corresponding to distant objects in the room. An estimation of the distance to the detected objects was available through stereo correspondence performed by Triclops SDK from the camera provider. These distance estimates were used to filter out targets detected farther than 80 cm away (distance of the farthest targets). This filtering decreased the number of phosphenes displayed on false detections. In real life, similar filtering could be used when the subject is looking for objects in his or her peripersonal space. It is important to note that the remaining false detections, within the peripersonal space, were much less stable in time than correct detections. Then, the subjects quickly learned to ignore them when relying on phosphene stability.

**SPV**

In our device, the simulated implant is fully described in a text file, which contains the number and location of the simulated electrodes, the dropout percentage (defective electrodes are randomly selected), and the quantity of jitter added on the evoked phosphene position.

Figure 2C shows an example of a simulated implant, with 100 phosphenes spread over the visual field. The phosphenes were white with a luminance of 100% over a black background. They were roundly shaped with a Gaussian profile. The size of the phosphenes ranged from 0.4° to 3.4° depending on their distance from the center of the screen (fovea). This simulates the cortical magnification factor.
where microstimulation of the visual cortex evokes phosphenes with an increasing size as eccentricity increases. A random jitter was added to the location of the simulated phosphenes (maximum amplitude of half a degree of visual angle) to model the discrepancy observed between the expected and the real location of phosphenes elicited by cortical microstimulation (18). Finally, the SPV simulates nonfunctional or ineffective electrodes, which are usually reported to count up to 10% (4).

Procedure

Subjects were seated on a swivel chair in front of a table with a quadrant shape. They were wearing an HMD on top of which a stereo camera was attached. The subjects were also wearing earphones to listen to instructions during the experiment. Because the device was too heavy (around 1.5 kg) to be tolerated during 2 to 3 h, a lifting system was installed on the ceiling of the room, vertically to the chair, to subtract around 1 kg of the total mass. Great care was taken to lessen any discomfort experienced by the subjects wearing the device and regular breaks were made between the blocks of trials. The task was to locate a precise object among seven objects positioned on a table. The subjects only relied on the phosphenelike information displayed in the SPV to locate the object. To evaluate the functional performance of the device in the task, the subject had to reach the object with the hand. Before the beginning of the experiment, the subjects were given approximately 5 min to get familiar with the setup and practiced for a few trials. The experiment was divided in five blocks, corresponding to the four phosphene layouts. The first block always included the 100Central condition and was repeated at the end (fifth block). A block was divided in six series of seven trials for a total of 42 trials per phosphene layout. So each subject performed 210 trials in total (42 trials per block \( \times \) 5 blocks).

There were seven different objects to locate, pseudo-randomly located among 11 identified locations on the table. The subjects did not see the table and the 11 positions before the experiment. During a post-experiment debrief, 10 out of the 12 naive subjects reported that they thought that objects were placed at completely random locations on the table. Furthermore, there was no significant difference between the first three and the last three trials in each series. These observations confirm that the subjects did not notice or take advantage of any organization in the spatial display of the objects or in the procedure.

A trial started with the announcement, in the earphones, of the object to locate. The models corresponding to this object were loaded into SNV and the one phosphenel closest to the object’s location within the camera image was lit up. The subject could then freely move the head to find the location of the object and try to touch it with the right hand. After a contact with the table or the object, the subject had to bring back the hand to the resting position and wait for the announcement of the next object. A trial was correct if the first object to be touched was the target object, and if this contact occurred within 3 SDs of the average time to touch an object (calculated afterward on all subjects together). Accidental contact (with the wrist or elbow) with other objects placed in front of the target was not considered as an error, and the touched object was immediately relocated to another position. The remaining trials were considered as incorrect.

Once the subject had made an attempt for each of the seven objects, music was played through the earphones to mask any auditory clues produced by the experimenter moving the objects into a new configuration. After six series with a phosphene layout, a new phosphene layout was loaded for the next block of six series. The whole experiment had an average duration of two and a half hours, and was followed by a questionnaire about the experiment. The experiment was entirely filmed with the subject’s agreement for post hoc analysis. The layout of the objects on the table and the sequence of the objects to touch were randomly generated and were different for each subject. With seven objects randomly located, the probability of reaching the target object by chance is 1/7 (chance level = 14.3%).

After a few trials, the behavior of the subjects became stereotyped. They adopted an efficient strategy to determine rapidly and precisely the location of the objects. If the object was not detected in the first place (resting position, “looking” straight ahead), the subject started moving their head from one side to the other. Detection frequently occurred in periphery (Fig. 2C,D). As soon as it occurred, the subject turned their head toward the target to stabilize the phosphene in the center of the visual field (Fig. 2E,F). Obviously, with lateral arrays (9Lateral and 100Lateral), the most central position was a few degrees off-centered. Once the phosphene was stable, the user could reliably approximate the position of the object before reaching it.

Data analysis

Analysis of the behavioral results included the accuracy (the percentage of correct trials among all
trials) and speed (time between the announcement of the target object and the contact with the correct object). This analysis was performed on the log files of the experiment with Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Statistical tests were completed with R software (R Foundation, Boston, MA, USA).

Because time measurements tend to have long tail distributions, we used median times instead of averaged times. Indeed, medians are less sensitive to distribution skewness. We then performed non-parametric statistics. Comparisons between two groups or conditions were based on Wilcoxon tests. Comparisons with more than two conditions used Friedman’s test. The significance level for all tests was set to 0.05.

RESULTS

The grand average time to touch an object for the 14 subjects in all 5 conditions was 20.0 s. Trials that were longer than three times the average SD ($3 \times 17.4 = 72.2$ s) were discarded. They represented only 1.4% of the trials. After video verification, nearly all of them corresponded to technical issues (e.g., eye-tracker repositioning) or unexpected pauses (problems with the HMD cables, HMD discomfort).

The results of subject (S) 12 strongly contrasted with those of the other subjects. His average reaching time was longer than 3 SDs above the average of all the other subjects (29.8 s vs. 18.2 s), and his accuracy was more than 3 SDs below the average accuracy of the other subjects (68.5% vs. 85.4%) (see Fig. 3). The subject was hence considered as an outlier and was excluded from further analysis. Without S12, the average time for correct reaching was 18.2 s (SD average: 3.8) and the accuracy was 85.4% correct (SD average: 5.9).

Learning effect

The same 100Central layout was used in the first (100Central1) and the last (100Central2) block for each subject to observe a potential learning effect between the first and last blocks of the experiment. Three blocks of 42 trials separated the first (100Central1) and last (100Central2) blocks. A Wilcoxon test on speed ($z = 1.72, P = 0.048$) and accuracy ($z = -2.31, P < 0.018$) revealed significant differences with subjects being faster and more accurate to perform the task at the end of the experiment. These effects were limited with half a second decrease in reaching time (16.0 vs. 16.6 s) and a 6% increase in accuracy (91.4% vs. 85.7%) after a 2-h experience with the device. In the next sections, 100Central2 is used as the reference layout.

We previously mentioned that two subjects had earlier experience with the device. These two non-naive subjects (S13 and S14, see Fig. 3) had performances that were comparable with those of some naive subjects, namely S2, S4, and S9. This result also indicates that learning was very limited.

Phosphene layout

The main independent variable of the experiment was the phosphene layout. Figure 4 represents the performance of the subjects across the different phosphene layouts. Figure 4A shows the median time to reach an object and Fig. 4B the percentage of correct reaching. Friedman’s tests indicated that the phosphene layouts had a significant effect on the average time to reach an object ($\chi^2 = 7.98$, degree of freedom [d.f.] = 3, $P = 0.046$) but not on the percentage of correct reaching ($\chi^2 = 7.14$, d.f. = 3, $P = 0.067$). Post hoc analysis for the reaching time did not reveal any significant difference between specific conditions (significant global effect only).

Number of electrodes

One goal of the experiment was to assess the possibility to perform object localization with a small set of electrodes. To answer this question, we compared conditions with 9 electrodes (9Central and 9Lateral) versus conditions with 100 electrodes (100Central2...
and 100Lateral). There was no significant difference, neither in the reaching time ($z = -1.12, P = 0.26$) (Fig. 4C) nor in the accuracy of the response ($z = -0.47, P = 0.69$) (Fig. 4D).

Position of electrodes

Another aim of the study was to determine the impact of the position of the phosphenes in the visual field on task performance. When comparing central (100Central2 and 9Central) with lateral (100Lateral and 9Lateral) layouts, there was a significant difference in reaching time (Wilcoxon: $z = 2.75, P < 0.001$) and in accuracy (Wilcoxon: $z = -4.17, P < 0.001$). As expected, this indicates a better performance when phosphenes were closer to the line of sight than when they were presented in periphery.

Object-to-object performance

Seven different objects were used in this experiment and although the choice of these particular objects was arbitrary, some general observations can be derived from the analysis of the performance across the different objects. The analysis of variance for the median reaching time reveals a significant difference between objects ($\chi^2 = 34.32$, d.f. = 6, $P < 0.01$). A significant difference was also present for the percentage of successful reaching ($\chi^2 = 17.81$, d.f. = 6, $P < 0.001$). The Tukey test in post hoc analysis reveals that for the average time of reaching, the credit card differs from all other objects with a much longer time. Concerning the success rate, we observed a better performance for the spread jar than the other objects, and a worse performance for the credit card and the bottle than the other objects.

**DISCUSSION**

Number and localization of the electrodes

Many SPV studies relying on the scoreboard method showed that 300 to 500 phosphenes are needed to start reading a text (11,14) and that 1000 to 2000 phosphenes are required to identify faces (18) or recognize visual scenes (17). Few SPV studies considered object recognition tasks, often with simplified situations. The phosphen count required to recognize objects was found between 250 and 500 in favorable conditions (14,17) (a reduced set of large white objects on a dark background). With an embedded localization algorithm, the number of phosphenes needed to localize and reach an object in the peripersonal space with a high accuracy is drastically reduced. The results of the present experiment show...
that a $10 \times 10$ array of electrodes is sufficient to reach accuracy higher than 85% in a challenging object recognition task, without sacrificing speed. All seven objects were present at the same time and finding the target required head scanning movements most of the time. In these conditions, the average time to touch the correct object was 17 s and 20% of the trials lasted less than 10 s. A recognition and reaching task with an optical nerve implant was published by Duret et al. (35). The task was much simpler: locating and reaching a single white object on a black table, and an average duration of 40 s was necessary to perform it, although comparison is difficult as this result was obtained with a real neuroprosthesis. Another recently published study by Zrenner’s group (22) also reported object recognition and localization tasks, with a retinal implant. Four white objects among six were placed around a white plate on a black table in front of the subjects. One point was awarded for each correctly recognized object and the average score for the eight subjects was 1.5 out of 4, which is low but still significantly different from chance level. The time to recognize the objects was not reported but the subjects had no time constraints whatsoever.

In addition to the layouts with a hundred electrodes, we tested object recognition and reaching performance with nine phosphenes only, organized as a plus sign. Although the number of phosphenes was drastically reduced, we were expecting similar accuracy. Indeed, we made the hypothesis that the accuracy mainly depends on the robustness of the embedded vision system and not on the number of electrodes/phosphenes in the implant that then serves as a “guiding device.” This is what happened as the accuracy for the 2 array sizes (9 vs. 100 electrodes) was virtually the same with 85% correct. However, we were expecting a longer time to reach the objects, at least to compensate for the poor space mapping available with nine electrodes only. Surprisingly, the results were very close: the median reaching time was not significantly different with 17.0 s for 100 electrodes and 18.2 s for 9 electrodes ($P = 0.26$). Because this mode of operation is not relevant for perceiving a visual scene layout, it could be switched on and off, on user demand, within a more important array (i.e., current 60 electrodes arrays).

Several sites along the visual pathway are possible candidates to insert a neural implant such as the retina, the optic nerve, the thalamus, or the visual cortex. However, the surgery to insert a neural implant into the optic nerve or the thalamus is especially difficult. In addition, their topical organization is quite complex, especially for the optic nerve, which induces nonhomogenous distributions of the phosphenes (35). The more obvious locations for visual implants are the retina or the cortex and most of the development efforts are targeting these structures. The placement of the array of electrodes within these structures is, however, also constrained: epiretinal implants are placed over the macula, a few degrees apart from the optical axis, to avoid the area where ganglion cell bodies are repelled on the rim of the fovea. Subretinal or suprachoroidal implants could be implanted directly behind the fovea if no residual vision subsists. In this study, we have focused on simulating cortical implants, but the 9Lateral array (Fig. 1D) would require minor adjustments to accurately simulate an epiretinal implant, the same being true for 9Central layout (Fig. 1C) with subretinal or suprachoroidal implants. If we consider a cortical implantation site, we should note that in area V1 of the visual cortex, the visual field corresponding to the fovea is represented within the calcarine sulcus and the peripheral part of the visual field extends externally to the sulcus, on the posterior pole of the occipital lobe, which is more easily accessible for an implantation. Accordingly, a cortical implant would preferably be placed in the periphery of the visual field (9Lateral, Fig. 1D or 100Lateral, Fig. 1B). We evaluated the usability of such arrays of electrodes/phosphenes positioned laterally compared with arrays positioned centrally and showed that the localization and reaching times were slightly increased (+2.7 s) and the accuracy was decreased by 7.1%. In this condition, the user must compensate for the absence of three quarters of the visual field, including its central portion. Then, we would have expected a larger impact on performance, in keeping with the large performance drop demonstrated by Sommerhalder et al. (36) in reading tasks at 10°–20° eccentricity. This difference of performance could be explained by the efficient use of the integrated information provided to the user in the form of unique phosphenes indicating without ambiguity the position of the target in space. A complementary explanation is that reading in the peripheral field requires high-resolution vision, which is not the case for guiding the hand toward a unique object in space.

With these different simulations, we showed that the phosphenes number and location play a marginal role in the execution of a specific visuomotor task, that is, locating and reaching an object in the peripersonal space. With this recognition and localization method, the absence of 10% of the phosphenes (simulation of nonfunctional electrodes) or the jitter in the position of the phosphenes did not affect the performance.
Learning

Because the same array (100Central) was used at the beginning and the end of the experiment, it was possible to look for a potential learning effect. After 2 h using the device, the success rate increased significantly (+5.7%), while the time needed to localize an object slightly decreased (also significantly: −0.7 s). Still, this corresponded to a performance progression by a few percentage points. It was reaching a plateau before the end of the first 100Central block and may be characterized as a familiarization effect. Although the interaction with the SPV was straightforward, additional clues could be used after some practice to increase the performance. First, the subjects had to learn how to filter the possible false detections from the computer vision system by relying on stable phosphenes and ignoring flickering phosphenes. The subjects probably also learned to evaluate the angle on the pitch axis of the camera to accurately determine the distance of the objects on the table and avoid contact with the closest objects. Other visual tasks (reading, object recognition, eye-hand coordination, etc.) executed in SPV showed a learning effect (14), which was also the case for real implants based on the scoreboard approach (26). The improvement is generally attributed to perceptual learning, as well as the acquisition of the expertise required to extract meaningful information from a constantly changing set of illuminated phosphenes.

The very weak learning effect observed during the current experiment could be related to the simplicity of the information to process: only one phosphene, corresponding to one identified object. With this rendering method, the mapping between the rendered phosphens and the position of objects in space is straightforward and does not require any expertise. The only thing to estimate is the distance, which can be deduced from head tilt after a few trials. The ability to fully use the implant right after surgery would give a major advantage to such a neuroprosthesis.

Computer vision in neuroprosthetics

There were important performance differences between the objects to locate. The chocolate spread jar, for example, led to the best behavioral performance and was considered as easy by all subjects. On the contrary, the credit card led to poor performance and was considered as the hardest object to locate by the subjects. These results first come from differences in detection performance of the artificial vision system. The computer vision algorithm relies on the salient features of an object. With this algorithm, an object with a complex shape or a rich texture is easier to locate than a simple object. This is what happened with the credit card, being more prone to misses (absence of detection) or false alarms than other objects.

To reach a good detection performance during the whole experiment, 15–35 models were created for each object, which ensure that these objects could be recognized at any position in the peripersonal space. In less controlled situations, as in a house for example, the number of objects to recognize would be much larger and supervised learning of the objects would be impractical. Fortunately, several solutions exist. First, we recently observed the advent of large databases of tagged images (37) where objects are identified by their name and shape. The project Google Goggles also demonstrates that automatic tagging of a large variety of objects within natural images is already possible. The growing number of pictures available over the Internet constitutes an expanding database to train and improve such algorithms. Second, we may also envision a system with collaborative working or crowdsourcing to rapidly constitute a database of tagged images that could be specifically useful for blind people (38). Finally, object recognition algorithms that simultaneously model and track SMAT objects (they automatically generate new models of the objects to keep the tracking effective) may also be considered to constitute efficient databases (39).

In the meantime, the efficacy of current algorithms could be improved by tagging the objects with stickers whenever possible at home or at work for example. This tagging would ease the detection and discrimination of objects by the artificial vision system. Another idea would be to focus on specific and important objects such as faces or blocks of text to constrain the visual detection difficulties and still convey pertinent information about the visual scene. In such a case, the SNV algorithm could be replaced easily with specialized algorithms dedicated to specific needs (e.g., text or face detection algorithms [40,41]).

Usage scenario

In the present study, we evaluated the usability of a visual neuroprosthesis based on object recognition and localization. Although encouraging, the results are specific to a precise context: the user is looking for an explicit object in his or her surroundings. The restriction applied to a particular object (it could be a set of objects) is necessary because the bandwidth of the implant is limited, and the user only knows the 2D location of the target and nothing about its shape or distance. Displaying too many objects
at once would clutter the view and render the neuroprosthesis unusable. A real-life application of this system may rely on two different modes. First, according to the ongoing task or context, the system may activate a few preselected models only (faces, blocks of text, doors). Second, the user may interact with the neuroprosthetic device to select a precise object or a set of objects to look for. These different modes could be very easily and discretely selected on an adapted interface.

Efficient interaction could rely on vocal recognition to input names of objects or people to find. Interfaces implying gesture recognition, either from cameras (Kinect from Microsoft) or myo-electrical devices (Myo band from Thalmic Labs) are also becoming a reality and could be used to interact more naturally with the device. It is also quite easy to design automatic modes where human faces in the peripersonal space would be continuously located and displayed. According to the task that the user is doing, automatic mapping of space could provide the main landmarks of a specific place, including, for example, the doors, windows, tables, and chairs in a room, or the public transportation logos in the street. These different modes could be selected orally or manually depending on the interface.

CONCLUSION

A few decades after the cochlear implant, retinal implants are improving and are close to restoring an impoverished vision to blind people. Depending on the task to perform, 500 to 1000 electrodes are required to restore functional visual perception with a classical scoreboard method (6,42). In this study, we proposed an alternative method based on object recognition in order to display pertinent information only. With this method and in the context of this experiment, only nine electrodes were necessary to restore basic visuomotor processes such as object localization and reaching.
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